LFS ad hoc module on the entry of young people into the labour market
To all persons aged 15-34 years with non-proxy interview

Introduction: Now we have some questions on the entry into the labour market …

(Col209-214 – STOPDATE – Question 1)
Filter: To IP in the 1st wave and with no completed education after 1st of October 2007
TUspm1a. You have previously in the interview stated that you have not completed any education since the 1st of October 2007. However, have you started an education which you have not completed?
   1 Yes  → 1e
   2 No  → 2a

Filter: To IP in the 1st wave who have completed education after 1st of October 2007
TUspm1b. You have previously in the interview stated that you have completed an education since the 1st of October 2007. Have you started another education after this which you have not completed?
   1 Yes  → 1e
   2 No  → 1e2

Filter: To IP in the 8th wave with no education completed since last quarter
TUspm1c. You have previously in the interview stated that you have not completed any education since the last quarter. During the last two years have you started an education you have not completed?
   1 Yes  → 1e
   2 No  → 2a

Filter: To IP in the 8th wave who have completed an education since last quarter
TUspm1d. You have previously in the interview stated that you have completed an education since the last quarter. However, have you started another education after this which you have not completed?
   1 Yes  → 1e
   2 No  → 2a

TUspm1e_. In which year and month did you complete the education?
   ____ year  ____ month  → 2a

TUspm1e2. In which month did you complete the education?
   -------Month  → 2a

(Col215 – WORKEDUC – Question 2)
Filter: All
TUspm2a. Have you had any interruption in your studies of at least one years duration?
   1 Yes  → 2b
   2 No  → 2c/2d
TUspm2b. During this interruption, did you have any work?  
(Only jobs with a minimum amount of working-hours equal to about 1 month full-time per year count)  
1 Yes → 2c/2d  
2 No → 2c/2d  

Filter: All but not employed persons in education  
TUspm2c. Did you have any job during your education?  
(Only jobs with a minimum amount of working-hours equal to about 1 month full-time per year count)  
Instruction to the interviewer: Count jobs during the whole educational period (not only the last one). Jobs with aggregated hours throughout the year at least equal to 1 month full-time.  
1 Yes → 2e  
2 No → 3a/3b/3c  

Filter: Employed and in education:  
TUspm2d. Your present job, is it a part of the educational programme, as both a part of the programme and outside the programme, or is it not a part of your educational programme at all?  
1 Only a part → 3a/3b/3c  
2 As both a part and outside → 3a/3b/3c  
3 Not a part at all → 3a/3b/3c  

TUspm2e. Was this job only a part of the educational programme, as both a part of the programme and outside the programme, or not a part of the educational programme at all?  
1 Only a part → 3a/3b/3c  
2 As both a part and outside → 3a/3b/3c  
3 Not a part at all → 3a/3b/3c  

(Col216-221 JOBSTART – Question 3)  
Filter: IP is employed and started in this job for more than 3 months ago  
TUspm3a. Your present job, is this your first job after leaving the education?  
1 Yes → 5  
2 No → 3b  

Filter: IP with a shorter duration than 3 months in present job or 3a=2  
TUspm3b. After leaving education, did you have another job which lasted for at least 3 months? (Instruction: Summer jobs and apprenticeship should not be excluded.)  
1 Yes → 3d  
2 No → 8-2  

Filter: Not-employed  
TUspm3c. After leaving education, did you have any jobs lasting at least 3 months?  
1 Yes → 3d  
2 No → 8-2  

TUspm3d. When did you start in this job?  
__ year  
TUspm3d. ___ month → 4
Filter: 3d not equal blank
Col222-224 – JOBDUR – Question 4)
TUspm4a/b. In which year and month did you quit this job?
---- Year --- Month

Filter: 3a=1 or 3b=1 or 3c=1
(Col225 – FINDMETH – Question 5)
TUspm5. How did you find this job?
1 via educational institution
2 via Public employment Services
3 via ads in press or on the Internet
4 submission of direct job application to employer
5 via family and friends
6 job found after previous experience in the same company
7 launching private business
8 other

Filter: 3b=1 or 3c=1
(Col226-229 – JOBOCC – Question 6)
TUspm6a. What was your occupation in this job?

TUspm6b. What were your most important tasks in the job?

Coding of occupation in 4 digits

Filter: .3b=1 or 3c=1
(Col230 – JOBCONTR – Question 7)
TUspm7a. Did you work as an employee, as self-employed or as a family worker?
1 employee → 7b
2 self-employed → 8
3 family worker → 8

Filter: 7a=1
TUspm7b. Did you work full-time or part-time?
1 Full-time → 7c
2 Part-time → 7c

Filter: 7a=1
TUspm7c. Did you have a permanent or temporary job?
1 permanent
2 temporary

(Col231 – TRANSACT – Question 8)
Filter: 3a=1 or 3b=1 or 3c=1
TUspm8a. Now we will ask you what your main activity was after leaving education and before you started in this job. Did you work, attended compulsory military or community service or something else?
1 in work → 9a
2 compulsory military or community service → 9a
3 something else → 8c

Filter: 3b=2 or 3c=2
TUspm8b. Now we will ask you about your main activity just after leaving education. Did you work, attended compulsory military or community service of something else?
1 in work → 9a
2 compulsory military or community service → 9a
3 something else → 8c

TUspm8c. Did you look for a job?
1 Yes → 9a
2 No → 8d

TUspm8d. Why did you not look for a job, was it due to family responsibilities, due to participation in non-formal education, due to voluntary activities, due to health problems or for other reasons?
1 family responsibilities
2 participation in non-formal education
3 voluntary activities
4 health problems
5 other reasons

(Col203 – PARHAT – Question 9) Only asked where there has been no register information
TUspm9a. What is the highest level of education your mother has completed? Is it primary school level, secondary school level or university level?
1 primary school level
2 secondary school level
3 university level
4 do not know

TUspm9b. What is the highest level of education your father has completed? Is it primary school level, secondary school level or university level?
1 primary school level
2 secondary school level
3 university level
4 do not know